PJ EATING MONSTER PATTERN

BY: ANNIEGURUMI
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pj eating monster pattern

The monster eater measures about 22cm wide by 20cm high.

My son needs a place to put his pjs after he changes in the morning. And these days he’s obsessed with a book called “Billy and the Mini Monsters” and so we are on a monster theme these
days. Monsters are the theme these days in our household and I have to say I love it!
Please be sure to tag me on social media (@anniegurumi) and use #anniegurumi so I can see
your Monster. Thank you for enjoying my pattern. Please come by instagram and say hi, I am
very active there. :)
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Skill Level: Easy
Materials:
Kartopu Anakuzu Fluﬀy Yarn in Yellow (1 whole hank)
La Mia Pastel Yarn in Light Yellow (1 whole ball)
La Mia Pastel Yarn in White (Small amount for eyes)
La Mia Pastel Yarn in Fuchsia (Small amount for cheeks)
Crochet Hook 9mm and 4mm
Tapestry Needle
Embroider Yarn in Black

Stitches: (US Crochet Terms)
MR: magic ring
ch: chain
sc: single crochet
hdc: half double crochet
dc: double crochet
st: stitch
FO: fasten off

Monster:
holding light yellow yarn and fuzzy yarn together with a 9mm hook:
working in rows, ch2 does not count as st
ch22
hdc in 2nd ch from hook and across, ch 2 and turn (20 hdc)
Rows 2-29: hdc in each st, ch 2 and turn.
Row 30: hdc in each st. FO, weave in ends.

Eyes: make 3
using white yarn and a 4mm hook:
working in rounds:
R1: 6sc in MR
R2: inc around (12)
R3: (inc, sc) repeat (18)
R4: (inc, sc 2) repeat (24)
R5: (inc, sc 3) repeat (30)
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R6: sc 3, inc, (sc 4, inc)* repeat 5 times, sc in last st.
R7: sc, inc, (sc 5, inc)* repeat 5 times, sc last 4 st.
FO leaving long tail for sewing.
*Using black yarn, surface single crochet eyes between R5-6 or embroider eyes with black yarn
in a semi circle.

Cheeks: make 2
using fuchsia yarn and a 4mm hook
ch 3
dc 10 in 1st ch, sl st to the first dc. FO, leaving long tail for sewing.

Assembly:

Fold the Monster body according to the picture (or your preference where the mouth opening
should be. Whip stitch sides using the fluffy yarn and whip stitch a bit outside the mouth. Please
use the picture as a guide, the red lines are where you should whip stitch.
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Sew eyes above the mouth and cheeks on both sides of the mouth.

Weave in all ends.

Your PJ eating monster is finished! My son loves “feeding” his monster PJs after he wakes up
and it’s a great way to have them hidden while the monster makes an adorable addition to any
child’s bed.

Thank you for trying out my pattern! I hope you enjoy that it’s a quick and simple make. Holding
two strands together really helps you to see the stitches and a technique I’ve learned from my
dear friend Mei, from amigurumei.
Don’t forget to tag me on social media (@anniegurumi) and use #anniegurumi so I can see your
PJ Eating Monster. :)
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